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Abstract: Recent advances in magnetic material characteristics and solid-state semiconductors have provided the feasibility of replacing the
electrical buses with the high-frequency multi-winding magnetic links in small-scale renewable energy systems. This effectively reduces the
number of conversion stages and improves the system’s efficiency, cost and size. Other advantages are galvanic isolation between the ports,
bidirectional power flow capability and flexibility in energy management and control. Despite the advantages, design and development of
the multi-winding magnetic links is relatively complex and based on computationally expensive numerical methods. Furthermore, nonsinusoidal nature of voltage and currents, high-frequency parasitic effects and nonlinearity of magnetic material characteristics increase
the design complexity. In this paper, the reluctance network modeling as a fast analytical method is used to design a three winding
magnetic link. The core and copper losses of the designed component are evaluated taking into account duty ratio, amplitude and phase
shift of the non-sinusoidal excitation voltage and currents. The thermal analysis is carried out using an accurate thermal-electric model. A
prototype of the magnetic link was developed for application in a residential renewable energy system using amorphous magnetic
materials. A set of experimental tests are conducted to measure the electrical parameters, magnetic characteristics, core loss, copper loss
and temperature rise of the designed component and the results are compared to the specifications to validate the design procedure.
Index Terms: Copper loss, core loss, design, magnetic link, reluctance network modeling, thermal analysis, transformer

I. Introduction

magnetic links has attracted considerable interest in recent years
due to their increasing applications [9], [10]. Despite their
advantages, design of multi-winding magnetic links for certain
specifications is relatively complex due to their non-linear
characteristics and structural complexity [11]. Different methods
of design and modeling of the magnetic components are presented
in the literature [12]-[17]. The simplest methods are based on the
lumped-parameter models and rely on many simplifying
assumptions which reduce their accuracy [12], [13]. On the other
hand, numerical methods such as finite element method (FEM)
require extensive computation effort in iterative design
procedures [14], [15]. Reluctance network methods (RNMs) also
known as magnetic equivalent circuits (MECs) as a third option,
can be used to design the components with a reasonable accuracy
and computation time [16], [17]. The method is formally
introduced by Laithwait [18] and Carpenter [19] in 1967 and 1968
respectively. It has been widely used in analysis and design of
electrical machines [20] and 2-D and 3D analysis of the magnetic
structures [21]. It also has been used to model the dynamics of the
electrical machines [22],[23] and a general 3D RNM applicable to
various magnetic structures is introduced in [24]. The designed
structure of the magnetic component should be evaluated for core
and copper losses and the temperature rise. The original
Steinmetz equation (OSE) has been conventionally used to
estimate the magnetic loss [25]. However, the equation is
obtained for the sinusoidal excitation and needs to be modified for
rectangular waveforms [26]. The modified Steinmetz equation
(MSE) [27], natural Steinmetz extension (NSE) [28], improved
generalized Steinmetz equation (IGSE) [29], and the waveformcoefficient Steinmetz equation (WCSE) [30], are some of the
proposed modifying methods. It has been shown that the IGSE

High-frequency magnetic links have attracted significant attention
due to their application in grid integration of renewable energy
resources. Improvements of smart micro-grid technologies have
increased demands for more reliable and flexible converters and
control techniques. The high frequency magnetic links can
effectively combine multiple conversion stages into a single
system and improve the conversion efficiency with the help of
modern soft magnetic materials and low power loss solid state
switching devices [1], [2]. The magnetic link is quite similar to
the conventional multi-winding high frequency transformer
except that it provides bidirectional paths for magnetic fluxes and
power flows between different ports. The common topologies of
the renewable energy systems (RESs) utilize multiple converters
to link the renewable sources with different voltage levels to a
common ac or dc bus [3] although, some problems such as
voltage and frequency instabilities and control complexity are
emerged [4]. The magnetic links are feasible replacement for
traditional electrical ac and dc buses in small-scale RESs. They
can be used as a common magnetic bus to integrate the sources of
different voltage levels using different turn ratios [5]-[6]. They
also provide galvanic isolation and the possibility of simultaneous
and bidirectional power flow between the converter ports [7], [8].
Fig.1 compares two RESs with and without the magnetic link.
The red dashed lines show that the power flow path from PV
array to the battery has been reduced effectively with the use of
the magnetic link. It can be seen that employing the magnetic link
has reduced the number of voltage conversion stages, increased
the system efficiency and reduced the system size and cost.
Research on design, characterization and modeling of the
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Fig. 1. Comparing two renewable energy systems, (a) without the common electrical model are presented in sections II and III respectively.
Details of the magnetic link design are discussed in section IV,
magnetic link and, (b) with the common magnetic link.
and experimental test results are presented in section V. A
presents better results for estimation of the core loss in the case of conclusion is derived in section VI.
the rectangular waveforms [26]. On the other hand, the copper
loss analysis methods are classified as numerical [31] and II. Application of the Magnetic Link
analytical [32] methods. The numerical methods provide more
The proposed magnetic link is employed in a residential RES
accurate results although, they need large computation efforts.
The analytical methods use the harmonic content of the excitation to integrate the energies of a PV, a fuel cell stack and a battery to
currents and ac resistance of the wire considering skin and supply the loads as presented in Fig.2. It can operate in multiple
proximity effects to calculate the copper loss. The amplitude of operation modes in grid-connected and off-grid conditions. The
the harmonics is defined using Furrier transform while the ac system includes a triple-active bridge phase shift dc-dc converter,
resistance is defined based on the different approaches. The most a buck-boost bidirectional converter, an interleaved boost
common approaches are based on the Dowell’s work in 1966 on converter and a grid-connected single-phase inverter. The
loss analysis of the foil and round conductors [33]. However, proposed system is developed experimentally as presented in
some modifications are applied to the original equation in the case Fig.3. It is designed to supply a 4.5 kW residential load by
of the Litz wire windings [32]. The second method is known as combining the energies of a PV array, a fuel cell stack and a
Ferrira method and is based on the exact field analysis of a round battery bank. The system is controlled by two Texas instrument
conductor using Bessel functions [34] and is later extended to a DSPs (C2000/TMS320F28335) as local controllers and a PC as
complete winding case [35]. In the third approach the ac master controller and energy management unit (EMU). The EMU
resistance factor is defined by complex conductor permeability communicates with the regional power distribution control center
[36]. On the other hand, the ac and dc resistances are highly to manage the energy of the system based on the short-term and
coupled to the temperature which needs to be taken into account long-term plans. The phase shift converter includes three H[37]. The designed component then is evaluated for temperature bridge conversion cells to generate a high frequency square-wave
rise considering core and copper losses as the main heat sources voltage from a dc bus and apply it to the corresponding winding
[26]. The common thermal analysis approaches use a thermo- of the magnetic link. The voltages of ports two and three are
electric model of the magnetic component [38]. A satisfactory shifted for a leading or lagging phase angle respected to port one
to send or receive power to/from the inverter and further to the
design procedure includes all the above mentioned stages.
This paper presents the design, development and experimental residential load and grid. Port one is a bi-directional port and is
tests of a multi-winding magnetic link designed for application in used in the reverse direction to transfer the power from the grid to
a magnetically coupled residential RES. The designed component the battery (using ports two and four simultaneously). An
then is evaluated for equal core and copper losses to maintain the interleaved boost converter is used to link the PV to the magnetic
maximum efficiency taking into account limitations of link. To extract the maximum possible power from the PV array,
temperature rise. To validate the proposed design procedure, a a duty cycle control is applied to the switching devices in port
prototype of the magnetic link has been fabricated using three (S31-S34). The fuel cell is directly connected to a 50-70 V
amorphous magnetic materials. The main contributions of this dc bus links in port two and the 24 V battery bank is linked via a
bi-directional buck-boost converter. It can be charged by fuel cell,
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Fig. 2. Structure of the proposed residential renewable energy system.
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Fig. 4. Toroidal magnetic link including n windings.

Assume n separate windings distributed unsymmetrical around
a toroidal core as presented in Fig.4. The voltage of each winding
can be calculated using Faraday’s law based on its current i,
resistance RW, and flux linkage ij from

Fig. 3. Experimental set of the designed renewable energy system.

power flow direction between the ports. It facilitates operation of
the system in different modes and various energy management
scenarios in both grid-connected and islanded conditions. The
rectangular voltages generated by H-ridge converters fed to the
windings may have a variable duty cycle, amplitude and phase
shifts which should be taken into account in the design
procedure. The voltage in port one is used as a reference and has
a constant amplitude (320V) and duty cycle (D1=1). On the other
hand, voltage of port three (PV port) has a variable phase shift,
amplitude and duty cycle due to the MPPT requirement. The
voltage of winding two is almost constant in amplitude and duty
cycle (D2=1) as the battery is used as dc voltage stabilizer due to
the slow dynamic response of the fuel cell.

n

vi = ii RWi + 

dij

(1)
, for i = 1,2,..., n
dt
Considering winding one as the reference, all parameters of
other windings, including self (i=j) and mutual (i≠j) inductances,
winding’s resistances, voltages and currents can be referred to the
winding one. The series connection of magnetizing inductance
(Lm) and the core loss equivalent resistance (Rm) is referred
although, their parallel connection, ( Lm , Rm ) is preferred from the
j =1

physical perspective. The series connection facilitates the
analysis of series-coupling tests on the windings [39] as will be
discussed in section V. The parallel-to-series transform equations
can be written as
Rm  2 ( Lm ) 2
(2)
Rm =
( Rm ) 2 +  2 ( Lm ) 2

III. Equivalent Electrical Model of the Magnetic Link

Lm =

In this section, an equivalent electrical circuit model is defined
for the multi-winding magnetic link. As the model is derived
based on winding flux linkages, it can be applied to other types of
multi-winding magnetic structures. However, a toroidal core is
used in this paper.

( Rm ) 2 Lm
( Rm ) 2 +  2 ( Lm ) 2

(3)

Applying (1) to the all n windings of the magnetic link, the final
equation of voltages applied to the windings can be rewritten as
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Fig. 5. The equivalent electrical model of a three winding magnetic link
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where V, I, L and R are the voltage, current, inductance and
resistance matrices of the windings and are defined as
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A model of the three winding magnetic link based on (4) is
presented in Fig. 5. The resultant model will be used later in the
experimental tests.
IV. Design Stages of the Magnetic Link
Design of multi-winding magnetic components for certain
values of parameters using classical methods of transformer
design relies on many simplifying assumptions, which affect the
accuracy of the results. More accurate numerical methods such as
finite element method (FEM) and RNM have been widely used in
the design of transformers and electrical motors. The FEM is an
accurate field analysis method, although it is computationally
expensive and is not preferred for design optimization iterative
procedures [21]. On the other hand, the RNM requires less
computation time but loses its accuracy, especially in the case of
magnetic components with complex structure [16], [17]. The
FEM can introduce the nonlinearity of magnetic materials,
geometry and actual winding distribution into the design process
while RNM is based on linear assumptions. Therefore, design
and optimization of magnetic components using RNM are
reliable for the operation of the system in the linear area of B-H
curve. The RNM is used in this research to design the magnetic
link due to the iterative nature of the design procedure. To
increase the accuracy of numerical calculations various
computation domains and constraints are selected.
The design stages of the magnetic link are illustrated in Fig.6.
As can be seen, the design process begins with the introduction of
user-defined parameters such as winding’s turns ratio, magnetic

material characteristics, rated power, voltage, current and
frequency. To select the magnetic materials, different possible
options are studied. The soft ferrites have low saturation flux
density (0.3-0.5 T) which results in the large transformer size
although they have been widely used in high-frequency
converters due to their low price and availability. Nanocrystalline materials and amorphous alloys as other possible
options have presented lower core loss, higher saturation flux
density and higher permeability. Comparing their characteristics
shows that nano-crystalline materials have lower saturation flux
density (0.8-1 T) than the amorphous alloys (1.4-1.6 T) and
presents lower core loss [40]. The amorphous alloy Metglas2605SA1 made by Hitachi metals is finally selected considering
maximum flux density, specific core loss, cost and availability.
As the value of leakage inductances are essential for proper
operation of the system, the required values of leakage and selfinductance of the windings are selected as the design
specifications. On the other hand, the number of turns, dimension
of the magnetic core, and thickness of the insulator between each
winding and the core are selected as the design variables. The
electrical parameters of the magnetic link which are used as
design specifications are presented in TABLE. III/Appendix.
At the first stage, the initial values of the design variables are
defined using classical methods of transformer design [41]. The
power handling capacity, current density and flux density are
used to find the area-product of the core, and then the core size
was selected using the area-product/core-size chart. The resultant
values from the first stage of the design are used to define a
proper variation range for the design variables in the second stage
and reduce the total time of the design process.
A. Design of magnetic link geometry using RNM
In the second stage, the field analysis of the magnetic structure
using RNM was carried out to calculate the magnetic flow φ, flux
density B, field intensity H, and finally define the geometry and
dimension of the magnetic link. The resulting values of B and H
are used to calculate the winding self-inductances L11, L22, L33
and leakage inductances Ll1, Ll2 and Ll3 as the main design
objective. The magnetic link should be designed for certain
values of leakage inductances as they are used as energy transfer
components in the proposed system. Using external bulked
inductors in series with the transformer windings is suggested
although it increases the size and cost of the converter [8].
As can be seen in Fig.6, the steps of RNM based field analysis
are enclosed by dashed lines. The core geometry and number of
turns of each winding were selected based on initial design. The
design process is based on the operation in the linear section of
the magnetization curve and the amplitude of terminal voltage
was chosen such that the peak flux density would just reach the
knee point of the magnetizing curve. Therefore, the excessive
magnetization current, extra current harmonics and core losses
due to the distortion of the magnetic field are avoided. To start
the field analysis, the magnetic structure is partitioned into three
different areas, including a magnetic core, covering insulator and
the free space around the core. The windings effect is not
included in the analysis due to the complexity of flux distribution
inside the conductors and difficulty of their modeling using
RNM. Considering the operation of the magnetic structure in the
linear section of the magnetization curve, a constant value of
permeability is used for analysis. The cylindrical coordinate
system was selected for numerical modeling due to the axial
symmetry of the toroidal core. The core is partitioned into
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thousands of 3D elements arranged in sectors in θ, layers in radial
r, and rings in Z directions as presented in Fig.7. Each element
presented by Qijk , where indexes, i, j and k represent the unique
situation of the 3D element among the entire magnetic structure.
The element includes six reluctances linked to a central node at
one side and to the boundary nodes at the boundary surfaces of
the element at the other side. The calculation domains such as
number of sectors, rings and layers are defined at first step. The
RNM analysis starts with the first sector of the first ring of the
first layer and the next ring is selected when all sectors are
analyzed, and the next layer is selected when analysis of all rings
of the previous layer is completed. The reluctances are defined
based on the permeability factor of the element and its
geometrical shape. The sources Fijk , are representative of
magneto-motive force mmf, in the corresponding direction. Their
value in directions of r and Z is almost zero and in  direction
depends on the number of turns of the winding covering the
element and the current flowing through it. The current flowing
through each resistor represents the magnetic flow in that
direction and can be calculated by applying nodal analysis to the
element. The potential of the central nodes of the elements
situated on the boundary layers and rings are assumed to be zero
as an initial condition. The resultant equations with the voltage of
the central nodes as unknown were solved using MATLAB. In a
branch b (b=1, 2, 3,…, 6 based on Fig.7), the field intensity, Hb
the flux density Bb, and the volume Vb can be defined from

H b = (vijk − vb − Fb ) / lb ,

Bb =  b / Ab , Vb = Ablb

(6)

where Ab and lb are branch cross-section and length respectively
[22]. The total energy of a 3D element is defined by closed-form
volumetric integral from

WS =


V

H .B

2
dV =  H dV
2
2V

(7)

where WS is the stored energy in the enclosed volume V, and µ is
the magnetic permeability. Assuming almost constant flux
density in the element, the net magnetic energy stored in the b-th

branch using (7) is defined from

Wb = Vb H b2 / 2

(8)

Substituting (6) into (8) results in

Wi = (vijk − vb − Fb ) 2 / 2Rb

(9)

where Rb and Fb are the reluctance and mmf of the branch
respectively. The value Fb, should be equal to zero for branches
without mmf. The equivalent inductances of windings can be
defined using the well-known energy method [22], [24]. To
calculate the winding self-inductances, a surface enclosing the
entire magnetic structure is assumed. The total enclosed energy is
calculated by integrating the energy of all elements inside the
surface and the energy of each element can be calculated by
integration of the energy in all six branches of the element. The
resultant total energy WS, and the winding current Is, are used to
define the equivalent inductance Leq, from

Leq =

2WS
I s2

(10)

To define the leakage inductance, two different surfaces, one
enclosing the winding and the core only and the second one
covering winding, core and the surrounding area are considered.
The leakage inductance is defined using the difference between
the stored energies of the two surfaces. The value of self and the
leakage inductances of all windings (L11, L22, L33, Ll1, Ll2 and Ll3)
are calculated by using the method outlined above. Proper
selection of the number of sectors, layers and rings will result in
acceptable computation time and accuracy. In this research the
entire magnetic link was partitioned into 22176 elements (72
sectors in  direction, 14 rings in Z direction and 22 layers in
radial direction are selected) and the total computation time was
about 310 seconds using an office computer (CPU: 64 bit/3.1
GHz Intel Core i5-2400, RAM: 4.00GB). The resultant magnetic
structure then is evaluated for core and copper losses in the third
stage of the design as illustrated in Fig.6.

B. Core loss analysis
The core and copper losses are highly dependent on the
waveforms of the voltage and current of the windings. To
calculate the core loss, empirical loss-expressions are used due to
the simplicity and non-linear relation of the magnetic loss density
and the magnetic induction. The original Steinmetz equation
(OSE) has been conventionally used to estimate the magnetic loss
and is presented as
n
(11)
Pv = kf m Bmax
where Pv is the magnetic loss density in watts per cubic meter, f
is the frequency in kilohertz and Bmax is the maximum magnitude
of flux density in Tesla. The constant coefficients k, m and n are
determined by material characteristics and are normally provided
by manufacturers for sinusoidal waveforms. Therefore, several
time-dependent expressions have been proposed to modify the
Steinmetz equation for non-sinusoidal excitation waveforms [28],
[30]. Fig.8 shows the waveform of the rectangular voltage
generated in the PV port and the resultant magnetic induction. To
find the modified equations, the rectangular waveforms of the
voltage generated by H-Bridge converters and the resultant
magnetic induction are modeled using piecewise linear equations
and applied to the OSE [26]. As an example, the modified
equations of IGSE and WCSE are presented as (12) and (13)
respectively [26].
n
(12)
Pv = 2 n+m ki f m Bmax
D n−m+1
n
Pv = ( / 4)(1 +  /  )kf m Bmax
Dn

(13)

where Bmax is the maximum flux density in the case of rectangular
excitation voltage, ki is the modified value of k, Ω is the zero
voltage angle of the rectangular waveform as presented in Fig.8,
and D is the duty ratio and is defined from
(14)
D = (1 −  /  )
where value of zero voltage angle, Ω is defined based on the
variation range of the voltage connected to the port from

 =  (VP − VP−min ) / VP

(15)

where VP is the actual and VP-min the minimum voltage of the port.
In the case of the PV port, considering Vp-min=30 V, and Vpmax=120 V then Ωmin= 0 and Ωmax= 3π/4 using (15). The core loss
evaluation modified methods have been simulated and
experimentally tested for phase shift converter application and
the MSE and IGSE have been selected as the most suitable based
on the experimental measurements [26]. The IGSE is used in this
research to calculate the core loss in the magnetic link excited by
a variable duty ratio voltage source. The values of constant
coefficients m, n and ki are suggested in [26] based on the
experimental measurements for the frequency of 1 kHz for
Metglas amorphous alloy 2605SA1. They are initially used in our
design although to check the validity of the coefficients, an
experimental test was conducted on the experimentally developed
magnetic link. The core loss was measured for three cases of 10,
30 and 50 kHz as the fundamental, second and third harmonics of
the applied voltages. Applying curve fitting to the results showed
slight changes in the coefficients as presented in Table I. The
core loss calculations are carried out for the nominal load
presented in Table. III/Appendix. Details of the experimental
core loss measurement are discussed in section V.
C. Copper loss analysis
The copper loss in the high-frequency range is increased due
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Table. I. Coefficients of Steinmetz equation

Coefficient

k

m

n

Original Steinmetz equation
(Sinusoidal)
Suggested in reference [26]
(square f= 1 kHz)
Experimentally measured
(Square f= 10 kHz)

K=6.500

1.51

1.74

Ki=0.62

1.51

1.74

Ki=0.58

1.58

1.62

to the skin and proximity effects. To reduce these effects the
stranded, twisted and isolated conductors known as Litz wires are
recommended. The resultant losses from the skin and proximity
effects in a conductor can be calculated separately due to their
orthogonality considering harmonic contents of the winding
current. The harmonic analysis shows that the rectangular
voltages and the resultant currents in the magnetic link contain
only the odd harmonics. To define the harmonics with the higher
impact on the copper loss, the harmonic spectrum of the current
in winding one (inverter port) for the maximum rms current
condition (φ21 = φ31= π/2 and Ω=3π/4) is presented in Fig.9. To
calculate the skin and proximity effects, only the harmonics with
considerable effect are considered (harmonics: 1, 3, 5, …, 11)
[30]. To calculate the copper loss, the ac resistance of each
winding (Rac) should be calculated. The ac resistance of a
winding is a function of frequency due to the high-frequency skin
and proximity effects however, the dc resistance Rdc is relatively
constant and can be defined from
4 Nls  Cu
(16)
Rdc =
2
nsd str
where N is the number of turns of a winding, ls the average length
of one turn, ρcu the resistivity of copper, ns the number of strands
and dstr the strand diameter. The ratio of Rac,n to Rdc known as ac
resistance factor, Fr,n, can be defined as
R
(17)
Fr ,n = ac,n
Rdc
The copper loss of each winding, for n-th harmonic assuming
Litz wire conductors, can be calculated from
2
 I 
(18)
Pcu ,n =  n  Fr ,n Rdc
 2
where Rdc is the dc resistance of the Litz wire winding, In is the
peak value of the harmonic amplitude of the current under
nominal load condition and Fr,n is the ac resistance factor of the
harmonic. The total copper loss in each winding then can be
found by integrating the losses attributed to the all the harmonics
or the main harmonics from
n

Pcu =  Pcu ,n
i =1

(19)
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Fig. 12. Fundamental phasor diagram of the three port converter

To find the harmonic content of the current in the windings,
the simplified equivalent ∆-model circuit of the magnetic link
should be used. In this model the H-bridge conversion cells and
the generated square wave voltages are modeled as ac voltage
sources as presented in Fig.10. The T-model of the three winding
magnetic link presented in Fig.5, can be transformed to the
equivalent ∆-model assuming (Lm=Lij, R'm=∞ and Rw=0). The
resultant model shows that a triple active bridge (TAB) phase
shift converter can be modeled and analyzed as three dual active
bridge (DAB) converters. The leading phase shift angles φ21 and
φ31 are assumed between ports two and three to port one
respectively and their variation range is limited between 0 to π/2.
The zero voltage angle, Ω is varied to control the duty ratio of
voltage, u3 in the PV port (Port three). To calculate the copper
loss, the RMS values of the currents in the windings which are
equal to the source currents i1, i2 and i3 should be calculated.
They can be found using currents in the equivalent inductances of
the Δ-model presented as i12, i31 and i21. As an example, the
waveforms of the voltages and currents required to calculate i1.
are presented in Fig.11. Due to the complexity of analysis based
on the geometrical shape of the waveforms, harmonic base
analysis using phasors is preferred [26]. Fig.12 illustrates the
fundamental harmonic phasor diagram of the voltages and
currents in the equivalent Δ-model.
To carry out the analysis, the high-frequency square wave
voltages in the equivalent Δ-model are represented based on their
Fourier series as


v1 (t ) =  V1,n sin( nt )
n =1



v2 (t ) =  V2,n sin( n(t +  ))
n =1


v3 (t ) =  V3,n sin( n(t +  ))
n =1

(20)

where Vi,n is the amplitude of the n-th harmonic of the voltage
across winding and can be defined from (21) for port one and two
due to their constant amplitude and duty ratio and from (22) for
port three due to its variable amplitude and duty ratio.
2V (1 − cos(n )) ,
(21)
k = 1,2
Vk ,n = k
n
2V
cos( n / 2)(1 − cos( n ))
(22)
V = 3−min
3, n

n( − )

According to the presented Δ-model, to find the current i1, the
currents i21 and i13 should be calculated using voltage difference
across inductances L21 and L13. The voltage v21 can be calculated
using (17) from


v21 (t ) = v2 (t ) − v1 (t ) = V21,n cos( nt +  n )

(23)

n =1

with the amplitude of n-th harmonic (V21,n) is defined from
V21,n = V1,2n + V22,n − 2V1,nV2,n cos(n 21 )

(24)

and the phase angle of n-th harmonic as
V2,n sin( n 21 )
 n = tan −1
V2,n cos(n 21 ) − V1,n

(25)

The current i21 assuming π/2 as inductive phase angle can be
calculated from


(26)
i21,n =  I 21,n sin( nt +  n − )
2
n =1
where I21,n is the amplitude of the n-th harmonic of i21 and is
defined from
V21,n
(27)
I 21,n =
(2nfL21 )
The current in the winding L13 presented as i13 is defined
similarly considering φ31 as the phase shift angle between v3 and
v1, I13,n as amplitude and (βn-π/2) as phase angle of n-th harmonic.

AC resistance factor, Fr

2

and d is the conductor diameter, η the porosity factor of round
conductor, and p the distance between centers of two adjacent
conductors. The skin depth of round conductor of the n-th
harmonic, δn, is defined by
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Fig.13. AC resistance factor as a function of wire diameter for: (a)
different number of winding layers, and (b) various harmonics of the
current in windings of the magnetic link (f=10 kHz)


(28)
i13,n =  I 13,n sin( nt +  n − )
2
n =1
The current i1,n supplied by v1 (referring to Fig.10) can be
calculated using (26) and (28) from
(29)
i1,n (t ) = i13,n − i21,n = I1,n sin( nt +  1,n )

where I1,n is the amplitude of n-th har n,ic and ψ1,n , the phase
angle are defined from
2
I1,n = I132 ,n + I 21
, n − 2 I 13, n I 21, n cos( n(  n −  n ))

 I13,n sin( n n ) − I 21,n sin( n n ) 


 I13,n cos( n n ) − I 21,n cos( n n ) 

 1,n = tan −1 

(30)
(31)

The harmonics of the current in winding two (i2,n) and three (i3,n)
can be found similarly. Once the amplitude of the harmonics of
the current in the windings (i1,n, i2,n and i3,n) are determined, the
ac resistance of each winding, Rac,n, attributed to each harmonic
should be defined for loss analysis.
In this paper, the ac resistance factor is defined based on
Dowell’s equation for ac resistance of round conductors [33]. The
equation for ac resistance factor (Fr,n) of the m-th layer of round
conductors is defined as


2(m2 − 1)
Fr ,n =  n 1,n +
2,n 
(32)
3


where
sinh(  n ) − sin(  n )
(33)
sinh( 2 n ) + sin( 2 n )
 =
1,n =

(5m 2 − 1) 4
n
45

(36)

To adapt the round conductor equation (32) to the Litz wire
application, the number of layers m and the penetration ratio ζn
are replaced with the effective number of Litz wire layers ml and
ζstr,n from
(37)
ml = m ns

3

2

(35)

where μₒ is the permeability of free space and f the frequency of
the waveform. The equation (19) can be simplified using Tailorseries for ζn ≤ 2 as

1

2.5

Cu
0 nf

cosh(2 n ) − cos(2 n )

,

2, n


d
 n = ( ) 0.75
 ,
4
n

cosh(  n ) + cos( n )

=

d
p

(34)

d

 str,n = ( ) 0.75 str  str
4
n

(38)

where ηstr is the porosity factor of Litz wire [32]. It can be seen
that the frequency of the harmonic, number of winding layers and
the strand diameter are the main parameters affecting the ac
resistance factor. Fig.13 shows the dependency of Fr,n to the
number of winding layers and harmonic frequency (f=10 kHz).
As can be seen, Fr,n increases considerably with increasing the
number of layers and the harmonic order.
The copper loss of the magnetic link for two cases of DAB and
TAB operation modes is calculated based on the discussed
method. In the case of the DAB mode, only the PV port supplies
the inverter port and fuel cell port is deactivated. Fig.14 (a)
illustrates the resultant copper loss where at the PV port (port
three) the zero-voltage angle (Ω) changes from 0 to 3π/4
(assuming the PV bus voltage changes from 30V to 120V) and
φ31 from 0 to π/2. As can be seen, in general, any increase in the
phase shift angle and zero-voltage angle increases the loss
however; the effect of the phase shift angle is more considerable
compared to the zero-voltage angle. The zero-voltage angle has
more effects on copper loss at higher phase shift angles as
increasing the zero-voltage angle at higher phase shift angles
raises the harmonic amplitudes considerably. The copper loss is
maximized at Ω=3π/4 and φ31=π/2. In the TAB operation mode,
both fuel cell and PV ports are active and send their power to the
inverter port. The fuel cell port is operating with the constant
phase shift angle and duty ratio (φ21=π/2, D=1) due to the
constant voltage of the bus while the zero-voltage and phase shift
angles at the PV port vary similarly to the previous case. The
overall copper loss of the magnetic link is presented in Fig.14 (b).
It can be seen that increasing zero-voltage angle Ω, increases the
copper loss for entire range of the phase shift angle. The copper
loss is minimized at φ31=φ21/2. The reason is that with increasing
the phase shift φ31, the power flow from PV to the inverter port
increases and the power flow from the fuel cell to the PV port
decreases as φ23=φ21-φ31 and φ21 remains constant. When
φ31=φ21/2 at the PV port, the power received from the fuel cell
and sent to the inverter are equal, and the PV port power flow and
consequently copper loss is minimized. This is presented in
Fig.15 for more clarification.
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The core and copper losses of the magnetic link under the
nominal load condition were evaluated based on the outlined
methods. According to the design flowchart presented in Fig.6,
the resultant values of core and copper loss should be almost
equal for nominal load condition taking into account effects of Ω,
φ21 and φ31 to achieve the maximum efficiency of the magnetic
link. In the case of a difference of more than 10 % of total loss
the magnetic core dimensions should be changed accordingly.
Increasing the core dimension results in the less core loss and
higher copper loss and vice versa. The resultant structure then is
analyzed for thermal rise range.
D. Thermal analysis
The last stage of the design is the thermal evaluation of the
designed structure which aims to ensure that the temperature rise
resulting from losses remains within the acceptable range. The
core and copper losses increase the temperature of the magnetic
link during operation. The maximum temperature rise (∆T)
considered for the magnetic link is 45oC in ambient temperature
(Tamb) of 30oC as reference. The heat transfer mechanisms of
conduction, convection and radiation are considered to find the
temperature rise. The thermal-electric analogy has been widely
used for heat transfer analysis of the magnetic structures [38]. In
this method, the winding and the magnetic core are modeled as
heat sources of the system are modeled as current sources and

insulation layers are modeled as thermal resistors due to their
poor thermal conductivity. Fig.16 illustrates the thermo-electric
model of the magnetic link applied to the axial slice geometry of
the component. As can be seen in the figure, a separate equivalent
thermal resistor is considered for each of the four surfaces of the
core due to the uneven distribution of the temperature field. The
heat flow in the top and bottom surfaces of the core are analyzed
in cylindrical coordinate [38]. The thermal analysis parameters
are illustrated in Table.III/Appendix. The thermal resistance of
the top and bottom insulation layers can be calculated from
d
Rins = i
(39)
ki Ai
where di , Ai and ki are thickness, surface area and thermal
conductivity of the insulation layer respectively. The thermal
resistance of the inner and outer insulation layers are calculated
from
r
1
Rins =
ln  out
2ki hi  rin






(40)

where rin, rout and hi are the inner diameter, outer diameter and
height of the insulator respectively. The thermal resistance of the
surrounding area depends on the characteristics of the media and
can be nonlinear. To calculate the thermal resistance of the
surrounding area, both convection and radiation effects should be
considered. The convection thermal resistance (Rcon), and the heat
transfer coefficient (hcon) are defined from

Rcon =

1
hcon A

, hcon =

Nu km
L

(41)

where A is the surface area, km is the Thermal conductivity of the
medium, Nu is the Nusselt number, and L is the characteristic
length. The value of Nusselt number depends on some parameters
which are discussed in [38]. The radiative thermal resistance
(Rrad) and the radiative thermal coefficient (hrad) are calculated
from
Rrad =

1
hrad A

,

hrad =  (Ts + Ta )(Ts2 + Ta2 )

(42)

where ε is the emissivity of the surface, Ts is the surface
temperature, Ta is the ambient temperature and σ is the SteffanBoltzmann’s constant and their values are presented in
Table.III/Appendix.
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Fig. 16. Equivalent thermo-electric mode of the magnetic link.

As the radiation and convection thermal losses occur at the same
time at the core or winding surface, the parallel connection of
both resistances is presented as total thermal resistance of the
surrounding area (Ramb) [38]. The heat sources in the model are
calculated based on the core and copper losses resulted from
previous stages of design. Therefore the effects of amplitude,
phase shift and duty ratio of the supplied voltages and currents on
the temperature rise have been taken into account. To define the
value of heat sources resulted from copper loss in the winding, a
constant value of dissipated heat per conductor length is assumed.
The value of heat sources in each direction x, is equal to the total
copper loss in the winding, (Pcu), calculated using (19), times the
fraction of the length of a turn in the respective direction (lx) to
the length of a turn (Ln).
l
Pcu , x = Pcu x
(43)
Ln
On the other hand, the heat sources due to the core loss are
determined according to their represented volume of the magnetic
core from

Pcx = Pv  cVx

(44)

where Pv is specific core loss (in W/kg) calculated from (12), ρc
is mass density of the core material (2605SA1) and Vx is the
represented volume of the core covered by the winding. The
temperature of the surrounding area is modeled as a constant
voltage source, assuming negligible thermal effects of the
magnetic structure on the ambient temperature. The thermal
capacitances of the nodes are used to model the transients and are
calculated based on the component’s specific heat capacity [49].
They are connected in parallel to the current sources and are
equal to zero for steady state analysis. Once all components of
the equivalent thermo-electric model are defined, the energy
balance equations are used to determine the temperature of
selected hot points on the surface. The equation for central node
of the circuit is written as

dTc 1
1
1
1
=
(Tw1 − Tc ) +
(Tw2 − Tc ) +
(Tw3 − Tc ) +
(Tw4 − Tc ) + Pc (45)
dt Rins1
Rins2
Rins3
Rins4
where Tc, Pc, Tw and Pw are temperature and the magnetic loss in
the core, winding temperature and copper loss respectively. On
the other hand, the equation for the top layer node (TW)
Cc

Cw1

dTW 1
1
1
=
(Tc − Tw1 ) +
(Tamb − Tw1 ) + Pw1 (46)
dt
Rins
Ramb

The temperature on bottom, inner and outer layers can be found
by writing same equations as (46). As windings are not
distributed symmetrically around the core and have different
conduction losses, the thermal model is considered separately for
each of the three windings with the same central node
temperature (TC). Due to the dependency of the thermal model
parameters on the temperature, an iterative solution based on the
Newton-Raphson method was applied to the equations. To find
the temperature rise at the core surface in steady state condition,
the capacitances Cc and Cw are assumed equal to zero. To start the
analysis, the initial temperature of all nodes is assumed to be
equal to the ambient temperature and then parameters are
evaluated in each iteration [39]. The resultant values of
temperature at the center and surfaces of the magnetic core in
steady state are compared with the specified thermal rise limit to
redesign the magnetic structure in the case that they exceed the
desired value (∆T=45oC).
V. Experimental Tests and validation
A prototype of a three-winding high-frequency toroidal
magnetic link was developed for the proposed renewable energy
system introduced in section II. The amorphous high-frequency
toroidal core was made in our lab using thin tape of Metglas
2605SA1. The tape was glued with Araldite 2011 epoxy adhesive
on the surface of each layer and wound around a cylindrical
frame. To reduce the skin and proximity effects, Litz wires with
the strand diameter of 0.35 mm (27 AWG) are selected based on
the lookup table recommendations. The number of isolated
strands, Sn are calculated from (47) during the design procedure.

Sn =

4i
Jd 2

(47)

where i is the winding’s nominal current, J is the current density
and d is the minimum diameter of a single strand of the Litz wire.
The number of twisted insulated strands for windings one, two
and three was defined as 18, 45 and 30 and their number of turns
resulting from the design process was 45, 11 and 16 turns
respectively. The overall diameters of twisted wires for the
windings were measured approximately equal to d1=1.9 mm,
d2=3.8 mm and d3=2.75 mm.
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An experimental test platform was established to measure the
magnetic and electrical characteristics of the designed component
as shown in Fig.17. The core loss of the magnetic link under
square wave excitation current is measured experimentally. A
TTi-TGA1244 programmable waveform generator was used as
the main excitation source and the waveforms are amplified using
high-frequency signal amplifier AM3002. The current and the
voltage waveforms are observed using Tektronix current
measurement probe TCPA300 and high-voltage differential probe
P5200 respectively, and the total core and copper losses were
measured using a power analyzer PM3000A.
The total loss (core loss plus copper loss) was measured using
the power analyzer. To measure the copper loss, the ac
resistances of windings related to each harmonic of the currents
(main harmonics only) and the amplitude of the harmonics are
measured using Instek LCR meter and spectrum analyzer
respectively. The resultant copper loss is subtracted from total
measured loss to find the core loss. Fig.18 presents the measured
core loss for three cases of 10, 30 and 50 kHz (Fundamental,
second and third harmonics of the switching frequency). To
validate the core loss calculation method using IGSE, the specific
core loss of the magnetic link was measured experimentally for
frequency of 10 kHz and a wide range of zero voltage angle Ω,
starts from 0 to 17π/18. The variable duty ratio voltage is applied
to port three as PV port and a constant duty ratio voltage (D=1)
was applied to port one as reference port (V1=300 V, V3=90 V
and φ31=π/3). The experimental results are compared with the
analytical calculations using three empirical loss calculation
methods, OSE, IGSE and WcSE as presented in Fig.19 (a). As
can be seen, increasing the zero-voltage angle, Ω (reducing the
duty ratio) of the applied voltage, reduces the peak magnetic
induction Bmax and the magnetic loss density for all cases. Fig.19
(b) shows the values of specific core loss normalized to OSE to
eliminate the downward behavior of the magnetic induction
reduction and highlights the effects of the rate of change of
magnetic induction. As expected the IGSE method presented less
error compared to the other methods especially in higher zerovoltage angles however, the error increases for higher zerovoltage angles and small values of core loss. As in our
application the duty ratio control is applied to the PV port, the
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(b)
Fig. 18. Measured core loss of Metglas 2605SA1 for 10, 30 and 50 kHz excitation
currents.
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Fig. 19. Comparison of calculated and experimentally measured core loss using
OSE, IGSE and WcSE calculation methods. Exciting voltages are applied to port
three (Ω=0 to π, V3=90 V) and port one (D= 1, V1=300 V) and phase shift β=π/3,
(a) Specific core loss, and (b) Normalized specific core loss to OSE method.

zero-voltage angle is limited to 3π/4 due to the limits of PV
output power. In this range, the IGSE provided acceptable
accuracy for loss calculation of the magnetic link.
B. Copper loss measurement
The calculated and measured values of copper loss are
compared for two cases of DAB and TAB operation modes, to
find the accuracy of the harmonic based analysis. In the case of
the DAB mode, a variable duty ratio voltage (Ω=0 to π/2) was
applied to the PV port and a constant duty ratio voltage (D= 1)
was applied to port one as reference port (f=10 kHz, V1=300 V,
V3=45V-110 V). The test was carried out for same load and two
different phase shift angles, φ31= π/8 and φ31=π/2. The zerovoltage angle Ω, has been changed from 0 to π/2 and the resultant
copper loss is measured and is compared to the theoretically
calculated values as presented in Fig.20 (a). As can be seen,
increasing the zero-voltage angle rises the copper loss although, it
is more considerable at higher phase shift angles. The
experimentally measured values validate the analytical
calculations although, the error increases at lower values of
copper loss and higher zero voltage angles which can be
attributed to the accuracy of the measurement instruments.
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In the case of the TAB operation mode, the copper loss is
measured for two cases of zero voltage angle, Ω= π/10 and Ω=
3π/4 where the phase shift angle in the PV port (φ31), ranges from
0 to π/2 and φ21=π/2. As is presented in Fig.20 (b), the copper
loss of the magnetic link under the nominal load condition is
minimized at φ31=π/4 as discussed in section IV-D.
The difference between theoretically calculated and
experimentally measured values was less than 10 % and
decreased to less than 5% for higher phase shift angles. Based on
the experimental test results, accuracy of the harmonic based
copper loss analysis was confirmed.
C. Measurement of the temperature rise
To validate the accuracy of thermal analysis based on the
proposed thermo-electric model, the temperature of the magnetic
link was monitored and recorded for various load conditions and
was compared to the theoretically calculated results. An infrared
thermal camera, Flir-OSXL-I7 with the temperature resolution of
0.1ºC and adjustable emissivity of 0.1 to 1, was used to measure
the thermal radiation of the winding and magnetic core. The
surrounding of the core was covered with black cards to reduce

the reflections. Fig.21 (a)-(c), shows the thermal images of the
magnetic link under three different load conditions (Ambient
temperature=27ºC, Emissivity=0.96). The temperature of the
windings and the surface of the magnetic core were measured in
steady state (1 ºC per 20 min change) for a range of power starts
from 10 % to 100 % of nominal value. The maximum observed
temperature was recorded for winding one as output port of the
converter. As can be seen in Fig.21 (d), the winding temperature
rise for maximum loss did not exceed 38 ºC (Overall temperature
of 65 ºC) and the core temperature remained under 50 ºC. The
resultant error was less than 8 % which confirmed the accuracy of
the thermal analysis.
D. Measurement of inductive and resistive elements
To evaluate the design procedure and measure the transformer
parameters, an experimental test platform was established. The
conventional short and open circuit tests have been widely used
to measure the parameters of the magnetic components. The
short-circuit test loses its accuracy when the winding resistances
and the leakage reactances have relatively significant values
compared to the magnetizing impedance and also a big difference
between the primary and secondary leakage inductances and
winding resistances. On the other hand, the value of the magnetic
flux should be kept almost constant during all test procedures to
achieve consistent results and it is difficult to maintain the same
magnetizing current in the short circuit test compared to the open
circuit test [39].

Table. II. Equations that are used to define the parameters of the magnetic link
Test
Parameter

Differentially coupled and open circuit
tests
(2 N 31 − 1) R1 (OC ) − R3 (OC ) + R13 (dif )
2 N 31
(2 − N 31 ) R3 (OC ) − N 31 R1 (OC ) + N 31 R13 (dif )
2
R3 (OC ) + R3 (OC ) − R13 (dif )
2 N 31

RW 1
RW 3
Rm

(2 N 31 − 1) L1 (OC ) − L3 (OC ) + L13 (dif )
2 N 31
(2 − N 31 ) L3 (OC ) − N 31 L1 (OC ) + N 31 L13 (dif )
2

Ll1
Ll 3

L1 (OC ) + L3 (OC ) − L13 (dif )
2 N 31

L13

RW 1 ( L11 − Lm )

ii

Rm

vin

RW 1 ( L11 − Lm )

i1

im

(L33 − Lm )

Rm
V

Lm

L1 (OC ) −

L13 (cum) − L13 (dif )
4 N 31

(2 + N 31 ) L3 (OC ) + N 31 L1 (OC ) − N 31 L13 (cum)
2

L3 (OC ) −

L13 (cum) − L1 (OC ) − L3 (OC )
2 N 31

N 31 L13 (cum) − N 31 L13 (dif )
4

L13 (cum) − L13 ( dif )
4 N 31

RW 1 ( L11 − Lm )

i1

im

ii

RW 3

( L33 − Lm )

Rm

vin

Z 1 (OC ) = R1 (OC ) + jL1 (OC ) Z 3 (OC ) = R3 (OC ) + jL3 (OC )
2
= ( RW 1 + Rm ) + j ( Ll1 + L13 )
= ( RW 3 + Rm N 31 )

RW 3

i3

(L33 − Lm )

Rm

vin

Lm

i1

im

ii

RW 3

i3

Lm

Z 1 (dif ) = R13 (dif ) + jL13 (dif )

Z 1 (Cum) = R13 (cum) + jL13 (cum)

= ( RW 1 + RW 3 + (1 − N 31 ) Rm )

= ( RW 1 + RW 3 + (1 + N 31 ) 2 Rm )

+ j ( Ll 3 + N 31 L13 )

+ j ( Ll1 + Ll 3 + (1 − N 31 ) 2 L13 )

+ j ( Ll1 + Ll 3 + (1 + N 31 ) 2 L13 )

(b)

(c )

(d )

2

2

(a)
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Fig.23 Experimental measured parameters of the winding one, (a) inductive elements, (b) resistive elements and, (c) inductive elements and resulting error.

Due to these problems, the short circuit test was excluded from
our test procedure. To characterize the magnetic link, the
conventional open circuit and the differentially and cumulatively
coupled tests were applied to the windings [42]. The advantage of
the series coupling tests over the short and open circuit test is that
the series coupling tests can be used additionally to factor in the
effects on the leakage and the magnetizing inductances of the
windings. On the other hand, the measured resistances and
inductances during the tests are the algebraic addition and
subtraction of transformer parameters, which facilitate the direct
measurements by the meter [39]. To study the experimental test
procedure, only windings one and three are considered although
the test process was applied similarly to the other pairs (windings
one and two or windings two and three). The test circuit
schematics and the measured impedance equations of each test
are presented in Fig.22. In the presented equations n is the turns

ratio of the windings three to one. The real and imaginary parts of
the measured impedances are used to define the parameters of the
magnetic link using equations in Table.II. The final value of each
parameter is obtained from averaging the resultant values of the
presented equations in the involved tests due to the presented
excellent correlation. The value of the magnetizing flux density
into the core should be kept constant during all the tests. Based
on this, the following relationships between the excitation current
during the tests should be considered [39], [42].

I p = nI s = I dif (1 − n) = I cum (1 + n)

(48)

where IP, Is, Idif and Icum denote the primary, secondary,
differentially and cumulatively coupled test currents respectively.
The values of resistances and inductances of windings two and
three with the excitation current ranging from 0.5 to 5.5 A are
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measured. Fig.23 (a) shows that for any increase in the excitation
current the mutual inductance between the windings two and
three decreases while their leakage inductance increases slightly.
On the other hand, Fig.23 (b) presents the measured values of
resistive elements of the magnetic link. It was seen that the value
of equivalent core loss resistance increases with increasing the
test current while the winding resistances are independent of the
test current and remain constant. The measured inductances are
compared to the numerically calculated values to find the
accuracy of the design process and field analysis using RNM as
presented in Fig.23 (c). Comparing the calculated and the
measured values shows the reduction of error to less than 10 % in
the case of considering 22176 3D elements with a total
computation time of 310 seconds. Further increase in the number
of elements only increased the computation time without
considerable effect on the error. The resultant error can be
attributed to various experimental factors that cannot be included
properly in the numerical analysis, such as stacking factor of the
magnetic core, windings distribution and the core geometry.
VI. Conclusion
This paper studied all stages of design, prototyping and
validity tests of a high-frequency toroidal magnetic link. The
RNM was used to determine the dimension of the magnetic core
and the windings for certain specifications due to the low
computation time and acceptable accuracy. The core loss, copper
loss and temperature rise of the component are evaluated as a part
of the design procedure. The high-frequency skin and proximity
effects and non-sinusoidal effects of the voltage and current
waveform have been taken into account. The stored magnetic
energy method is used to design the inductive elements of the
magnetic link with less than 10 % error. The core loss is
evaluated using the IGSE method for non-sinusoidal voltages and
their main harmonics (10, 30 and 50 kHz). It was seen that the
core loss increases with increasing zero-voltage angle of the
applied voltages. The copper loss is calculated based on the
harmonic content of the non-sinusoidal excitation currents and
the ac resistance of the windings considering skin and proximity
using modified Dowell’s equation. It was seen that in the case of
DAB operation mode, the copper loss raised with increasing
zero-voltage angle and phase shift angle. In the case of TAB
operation mode, there is a minimum copper loss point where the
phase shift in one port is half of the second one. The harmonic
based analysis estimated the copper loss with a reasonable
accuracy (error between 5 to 10 %). A thermo-electric model is
used to evaluate the temperature rise using estimated loss
components. The series-coupling, cumulatively and differentially
tests along with conventional open-circuit test have been
successfully used to measure the inductive and resistive
parameters of the magnetic link.

Appendix
A. Parameters of the design and experimental tests
Table. III. Theoretical and experimental parameters
Description
Value
Electrical Parameters
Nominal power (kVA)
Nominal power of each winding(kVA)
Nominal windings voltage
Number of turns
Operating frequency
Required leakage inductance
Magnetizing inductance
Magnetic Parameters
Core material
Magnetic core shape
Magnetic core dimension
Maximum flux density
Magnetic permeability
Mass density, 2605SA1
Curie temperature, 2605SA1
Loss Analysis Parameters
Maximum operating temperature
Dimensions of the magnetic tape
Litz wire strand diameter
Insulation tape material
Insulation thickness
Stacking factor
Resistivity factor of copper conductor
Conductivity of copper conductor
DC resistance of windings (mΩ)
Permeability of copper conductor
Maximum current density
Thermal Analysis Parameters
Emissivity of insulator tape
Emissivity of coated conductors
Stefan Bultzman constant
Thermal conductivity of copper
Thermal conductivity of insulator
Thermal conductivity of air
Heat transfer coefficient of the air

P=4.5
PW1=2, PW2=1.5, PW3=1
VW1=300V,VW2=60V,VW3= 30-110V
N1 : N2 : N3= 52 : 12 :8
10 kHz
Ll2=14µH,Ll1=35µH,Ll3=18µH,
Lm= 50 µH
Amorphous, 2605SA1
Toroidal
rin(mm)=32.5,rout(mm)=52.5
h(mm)=25 , w(mm)=20
Bm=1.2 T
26000
7.18 G/cm3
395 ºC
Tmax=65 ºC
25mm width /20 µm thickness
27 AWG / 0.35 mm
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
Thickness=0.2 mm
0.94
1.7*10.E-8 Ω.m
58.5*10.E+6 Siemens/m
Rdc-w1=45, Rdc-w2=9, Rdc-w3=17
1.256*10.E-6 H.m-1
4 A.mm-2
0.87
0.97
5.670367*10.E−8 W.m-2.k-4
401 W/m.k
0.19 W/m.k
0.024 W/m.k
24 W/m2.k
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